intervals for each instrument in this work. Just to be clear, these are allowable intervals, not interval classes. For example, if the first violin is playing D5, it may proceed melodically to either F5 (up an interval-3) or to B4 (down an interval-3), but it cannot proceed to either B5 or F4, because these pitches lie an interval-9 away from D5, an interval that is not allowed for this instrument.
[6] The intervals in Example 1 constrain not only melodic motion in the Fifth Quartet, but also the vertical intervals played by each instrument as double, triple, and quadruple stops. As Carter has said, the harmonic "spacing in chords is a very important matter in my work" (Bernard and Carter 1990, 201) . In many of Carter's compositions since 1980, all-interval twelve-note chords, ordered in pitch space rather than in time, provided a mechanism for exhausting the aggregate while placing constraints on intervallic spacing. (8) Examples 2a and 2b, from Night Fantasies and String Quartet no. 4 (1986) , respectively, are typical examples of all-interval twelve-note chords in Carter's music. In Example 2a, complementary intervals are mirrored around the central tritone, while in Example 2b, the tritone remains in the center, and complementary intervals fall in the same position within each discrete hexachord. [7] In June 1992, John Link sent Carter a list of all-interval twelve-note chords that contain "one or more instances of the all-trichord hexachord [012478] as a contiguous subset." (9) Link found an autograph sketch of these chords written in music notation dated June 20th, 1992 at the Paul Sacher Stiftung labeled "since Link, " (10) and these all-interval twelve-note chords have come to be known as "Link chords" (Schiff 1998, 325-27) . Carter incorporated Link chords in the "Partita" and "Adagio tenebroso" movements of the orchestral work Symphonia , and in the vocal work, Of Challenge and of Love (1994) . [8] It may be that Carter thought about incorporating an all-interval twelve-note chord in the Fifth Quartet. (11) The earliest sketch for the Quartet bears the stamp "JAN. 15, 1995," with the word "ANFANG!" (beginning) written at the top in pencil. (12) A few days later, on a sketch stamped "JAN. 17, 1995," Carter wrote "Links list," which could perhaps be a reference to the list Link prepared for Carter. (13) However, I did not uncover any other sketch evidence that suggests that Carter considered any Link chords as the harmonic basis of the Fifth Quartet. [9] Rather than focus on all-interval twelve-note chords, many of the early sketches include various combinations of tetrachords. A sketch stamped "JAN. 17 1995" shows some pre-compositional sketching in which Carter worked out his ideas for the harmonic underpinnings of the Fifth Quartet. He wrote all the pitches in lead pencil, and circled the entire page in green pencil. Examples 3 and 4, although relatively brief when compared to the wealth of information Carter left in his pre-compositional sketches for the work, provide representative examples of the work's initial stages of development. For all such sketches, one must assume a treble clef.
[10] The upper staff of Example 3 begins with {47A1}, a member of sc [0369] or chord #5 on Carter's list of tetrachords. (In this and all of the following examples that include transcriptions of source material, Carter's sigla, such as the number "5" inside a square, are original to the sketches. All prime form labels in brackets are purely editorial, and serve only as a guide to those more familiar with the pitch-class set nomenclature.) The next two measures contain distinct members of each of the all-interval tetrachords, sc [0146] and sc [0137] , which combine with the initial [0369] tetrachord to complete the aggregate. (14) The staff below the second measure includes the other two members of sc [0369] , suggesting another possible combination with the initial [0369] tetrachord to complete the aggregate. This example reveals that while the sketches do not contain all-interval twelve-note chords, they do show an emphasis on aggregate completion and subset content. (15) [11] Example 4 focuses on four-note chord #12, sc [0268] . As with the previous example, Example 4 shows that Carter sought ways to divide the complementary octachord, sc[0124678A], into [0146] and [0137] subsets. The sketch also reveals Carter's interest in other subset pairings. On the third staff of the example, Carter wrote out a member of the [0124678A] octachord, and divided it into a statement of the all-trichord hexachord and an interval-4. He then proceeded to circle the top three staves of this example with a red pencil, indicating his interest in this material. [12] As the blue square in Example 3 shows, the large page from which Examples 3 and 4 were excerpted included a mark in blue highlighter in the upper left-hand corner, revealing a connection between these examples and the interval chart in Example 1, the only other sketch material written in blue highlighter. Since the interval chart bears the date "March 27," the blue square suggests that Carter wrote out the chords in Examples 3 and 4 on January 17, and then came back to the sketch later to choose which chords and partitions of chords he was going to use, marking these with the highlighter. Example 5, taken from the same sheet of paper that includes the interval chart of March 27, provides additional information about how Carter manipulates harmonic material in the Fifth Quartet. The example begins with {45AB}, a member of sc[0167], followed by four distinct interval-4s. (16) One notes that the combination of the member of sc [0167] with any of the interval-4s always results in a member of the same hexachord, sc [012478] (the all-trichord hexachord).
[13] Robert Morris (1990) In a 1996 interview, Carter suggests that a methodology that takes a dynamic view of CUP sets will be fruitful in the analysis of his music. He states:
The whole harmonic structure (of my music) depends enormously on the idea of using one note as a pivot, two notes as a pivot from one chord to the next; sometimes three. For instance, in the all-trichord hexachord [012478]...[i]t's possible to hold five and change one, or hold four and change two, and so forth-I've studied all of that quite carefully. A lot of my pieces come from having this study-which notes can be held, and which-when you want a maximum of harmonic change-hold two notes and have the other four move and so forth. When you want a little-just have one note move (Capuzzo 1996 , quoted in Capuzzo 1999 .
[14] Example 6 is a reduction of measures 574-575 of Carter's Partita, the first movement of Symphonia, composed in 1993. (18) The top staff of Example 6 reduces ostinato-like figures presented in the woodwinds and strings that sustain the set {1278}, a member of sc [0167] . The bottom staff presents three dyads heard in the horns and trombones, all of which are members of interval-class 4.
[15] Example 7 is a diagram of the [0167]/[04] CUP space, modeled after one by Morris (Morris 1990, 188) . The diagram includes members of sc [0167] and sc [04] in nodes, with nonintersecting members of these set-classes connected with a line. The union of any two sets connected by a line results in a member of sc [012478] . The top of the example contains the segment of the space that Carter orchestrates in the passage from Partita. Carter composes out the first hexachord from the passage, {78B123}, as the union of {1278}, a member of sc [0167] , and {B3}, a member of sc [04] . When the horns and trombones move from {B3} to {6A}, and the woodwinds and strings sustain {1278}, the resulting hexachord, {678A12}, remains a member of sc [012478] . The same proves true when the brass then moves to {59}, as the resulting hexachord, {125789}, is also a member of sc [012478] . Thus, although the pitch-class content of the passage changes with each new dyad, the same set-class, [ 
III. The "Lento espressivo movement" -Initial compositional stage
[16] As the sketch material and the analysis below shows, Carter further explored the dynamic possibilities of CUP spaces in the Fifth Quartet. (19) Before delving into the specifics, first consider the overall shape of the work. Example 8, included in the materials at the Sacher Stiftung, shows Carter's plan for the Fifth Quartet. (20) Carter comprised the Quartet of six movements-proper, preceded these with an introduction, and connected them with five intervening interludes into a continuous structure. As Example 8 shows, Carter wrote the information about the movements-proper in lead pencil, and filled in the content of the introduction and interludes in red pencil. The introduction and interludes contain material from the six movements-proper, serving both to foreshadow what will come, as well as mull over that which has already passed. As Carter 1995 indicates, he intended for the work to capture something about how chamber musicians rehearse short passages, discuss them, and then put larger sections of music together.
[17] The sketches are a physical manifestation of the creative process Carter alludes to in his program notes. Originally written on King Brand 24-stave paper with two leaves attached into a folio, Carter worked on each movement at various times, leaving ideas for a single movement scattered among several pieces of manuscript paper. He then tore many of the pages into single leaves, and taped these together into a thick booklet that approximates the final composition. To clarify the connections from one section to the next, Carter often drew arrows across one or more pages.
[18] In Example 8, Carter identified the movements-proper with Roman numerals I-VI and shorthand names. In the published score, he labeled the twelve sections of the Quartet with Arabic numerals 1-12, shown in Example 9; the shorthand names such as "very fast" and "harmonics slow" become "Allegro energico" and "Adagio sereno," respectively. Throughout the sketches, he referred to the second movement-proper as "slow," distinguishing it from "harmonics slow." In the finished work, this movement became the fourth section of the composition, "Lento espressivo."
[19] Example 10 shows an excerpt from a sketch stamped "FEB. 03 1995," Carter's earliest pitch sketch for "Lento espressivo." In the first measure, each instrumental part contains a dyad that is one of its allowable intervals. Taken together, these pitches form {4568AB02}, a member of sc [0124678A] . The dyads in the second measure form {5679B013}, also a member of sc[0124678A]. In the transformation from one octachord to the next, the pitches {56B0}, which form a member of sc [0167] [20] On his first attempt at the "Lento espressivo" movement on February 3, Carter stopped orchestrating the material from the CUP space after writing out the two chords in Example 10, circling and questioning his choice for the second violin part. He turned his attention from pitch to rhythm, and composed the first line of the polyrhyhmic sketch in Example 11, returning to it the next day on February 4th. (21) The word "slow" in the left margin indicates that Carter intended to use this material for the "Lento espressivo" movement. Each vertical line represents a bar line, marking off a measure in 4/4 time, but the sketch includes no designation of tempo (the numbers above each line are measure numbers). The fact that Carter numbered the first measure "73" indicates that even at this early stage, he must have had some idea of the overall shape of the composition, or at least about the material prior to this movement. Measures 73-90 of Example 11 include four rhythmic lines in score order. The beats of the first violin line are subdivided into thirty-second-note septuplets; the second violin into sixteenth-note quintuplets; the viola into eighth-note triplets; and the cello into sixteenth notes. Carter stopped notating the second violin line in measure 91, the cello in measure 97, and the viola in measure 101, leaving only the first violin remaining, revealing the sketch's fragmentary nature. As the example shows, Carter used a different colored pencil for each instrument.
[21] As Link 1994 has shown, the long-range polyrhythms in Carter's music that predates the Fifth Quartet involve two or more pulse strands in a proportional relationship. For example, String Quartet no. 4 is based on a 120:126:175:98 polyrhythm, with each instrument of the quartet articulating one of the four pulse strands. The polyrhythm not only structures the entire work, but also limits the number of coincident attacks that involve two or more instruments, contributing to the sense of the rhythmic independence of each voice-which has long been a concern of Carter's. In fact, the polyrhythm employed in String Quartet No. 4 allows for only two coincident points in the entire composition that involve all four instruments-beat 1 of measure 3 and the final chord of the piece.
[22] The sketch in Example 11 shows that Carter had planned for each instrumental part in the "Lento espressivo" movement of the Fifth Quartet to include its own two-voice polyrhythm, resulting in a structural polyrhythm of eight, rather than four, different pulse strands. Carter notated one polyrhythmic pulse strand with filled-in noteheads and the other with open squares. (22) Had the sketch in Example 11 been brought to fruition, it would have been among the most intricate long-range polyrhythms in all of Carter's music. Example 12 summarizes the polyrhythms in this sketch.
[23] On a sketch stamped "FEB. 04 1995," Carter began to realize the polyrhythmic framework with pitch material. The transcription in Example 13 faithfully reproduces this draft, but also includes editorial filled-in noteheads and open squares to mark the articulation of each polyrhythmic strand. In keeping with his practice in composing out other long-range polyrhythms, Carter articulated many, but not all, of the pulses of each pulse strand. (23) The sketch opens with the same chord, in the same spacing, as the first chord of Example 10; the second chord has the same pitch-class content as the second chord of Example 10, but the spacing of the two chords is quite different. (24) Not only did Carter alter the content of the second violin, which he so clearly questioned in an earlier sketch (cf. Example 10), but he also moved the first violin down an octave and changed the pitches in the viola and the cello. With all of the changes in voicing, however, the second octachord still derives from the first via the [0167]/[0268] CUP space. Even though the two chords are not literally connected-there is a beat of silence after the first one-they hold a member of sc[0167], {56B0}, in common, while switching out one non-intersecting member of sc[0268], {248A}, for another, {359B}.
[24] In the sketch in Example 13, Carter composed out only eight measures of the polyrhythmic grid in Example 11, but, as the analysis below shows, the approach to harmonic materials bears out its influence in later sketches. For example, just as Carter built up [0124678A] octachords from double stops in each instrument in measures 73-74, he repeated that process in measures 77-78, where the first double stop in each instrument combines to form {34579AB1} and the second double stop in each instrument combines to form {4568AB02}. Both octachords, members of sc[0124678A], hold {45AB}, a member of sc [0167] , in common, while replacing {1379} with {0268}, both members of sc [0268] . The sketch also includes instances of single pitches in each voice that combine to form sets that will be of harmonic importance to the movement. The first single pitches in the instruments, G in the first violin, E and then D in the second violin, and D and then Bb in the cello, form {248A}, a member of sc [0268] . (25) Additionally, the single pitches at the end of measure 79 through the beginning of measure 80 mark "filled-in notehead" pulses, and form {469A}, a member of sc [0146] , exposing another subset of the [0124678A] octachord that proves very important to the harmonic language of the final composition.
[25] As with the long-range polyrhythm sketch in Example 11, its realization in Example 13 trails off, revealing Carter's lack of interest in continuing with this line of thought. He wrote, "Make more intense?" at the top of the February 4 draft and underlined it, opting to embark on a different path. No remnants of the polyrhythm remain in the final version of this movement, and I located no materials among the sketches for the Fifth Quartet to indicate that Carter pursued this long-range polyrhythm further. (26) IV. "Lento espressivo" -Second compositional stage [26] The next sketch relating to "Lento espressivo" dates from April 2, when Carter began working again with tetrachord #12, sc [0268] , combining it with the two all-interval tetrachords, or with the all-trichord hexachord and an interval-4, to exhaust the aggregate. Example 14 shows that Carter marked three tetrachords among this pre-compositional material for attention-a member of sc [0167] [27] Carter began sketching the slow movement again on April 9, shown in Example 16. This material comes from the same page as Example 10 (which is also stamped FEB. 03 1995), and is taped to the page dated April 2 from which the material in Examples 14 and 15 come. The boxed pentachord in the second measure includes the trichord {B05}, a member of sc [016] , in the upper three voices, and {39} in the cello. The combination of pc3 with the trichord results in a member of sc [0146] , while the combination of pc9 with the trichord results in a member of sc [0137] . (27) Carter combined all of the pitches in measures 2-3 into a single [0124678A] octachord in measure 4, around which he drew a box. This material, with this particular spacing of the [0124678A] octachord, emerges in the introductory measures of the final version of the "Lento espressivo" movement.
[28] Example 17, another sketch dated "Apr. 9," shows the next stage in the compositional process. The first measure includes the same pitches as measures 2-3 of the previous example, but in this example their placement indicates something about how Carter would rhythmicize the texture, avoiding coincident attacks among instruments. The final three measures of the example show how Carter planned to continue to work with these pitches to eventually build up a statement of sc[0124678A]. The material in measures 2-4 with filled-in noteheads contains other members of sc [0124678A] . Even though the octachord in measure 2 does not survive in the final composition, the spacings in measures 3 and 4 serve as the second and third statements of the [0124678A] octachord in the movement.
[29] Carter skipped a staff line after the material in Example 17, and composed the sketch in Example 18. Here he took the pitch material of Example 17 and defined the rhythm of each part quite clearly. Although he continued to avoid coincident attacks, as suggested by the placement of the pitches in measure 1 of Example 17, he did not incorporate the long-range polyrhythm he had composed on February 3-4 into the sketch in Example 18. However, this sketch does include precise rhythmic notation in all voices, and thus, emerges as the first one for the "Lento espressivo" movement that post-dates February 4 in which the texture resembles a finished product. With a couple of immaterial exceptions, the pitch and rhythm content of the first four measures of Example 18 corresponds exactly to measures 86-90 of the completed work, the beginning of the "Lento espressivo" movement. (28) [30] Example 19 shows a reduction of measures 86-88 of the published score (compare with Example 18). In measure 86, each instrument presents a single pitch, resulting in the tetrachord {1367}, a member of sc [0146] . Beginning in measure 87, each subsequent attack in every instrumental voice results in a new tetrachord. The six tetrachords in measures 86-88 form a symmetrical structure with tetrachords 1 and 6, 2 and 5, and 3 and 4 related by I . The union of tetrachords 1 and 5, as well as the union of tetrachords 2 and 6, is {5679B013}, the initial statement of sc[0124678A] in the movement. (29) [31] The end of the first system of the draft in Example 18 shows this first octachord and the transformation to the second 
V. CUP-space voice-leadings in the published work
[32] The published version of the "Lento espressivo" movement lasts from measures 86-110. It contains eight simultaneous statements of the [0124678A] octachord, shown in the reduction in Example 20, where the chords bear a Pn-label, and n indicates the number of semitones that the set is transposed from the prime form starting on 0. (30) These chords serve as pillars, providing structure and direction for the voice-leading motion in the movement. In the progression of octachords in Example 20, P emerges as referential, appearing not only as the first and last octachord, but also twice in the center of the example. The octachords form a symmetrical pattern related by I -the same inversional relationship about which the introductory tetrachords are symmetrical, as was shown in Example 19. . By holding {0167} invariant, and moving {359B} to {248A}, P is mapped onto P . P , Chord 2, can then be reinterpreted as the union of {1278} and {46A0}. When {1278} holds invariant, and {46A0} moves to {359B}, P moves to P .
[34] In the [02468A]/[06] CUP space, Chord 3, P , results from the union of {13579B} and {28}. In the movement from Chord 3 to Chord 4, {13579B} holds invariant and {28} moves to {06}, mapping P onto P . P is reiterated as the fifth chord in the sequence, at which point it is mapped onto P within the [02468A]/[06] CUP space. {13579B} holds invariant, and {06} moves to {4A}. Chord 6, P , can then be reinterpreted in the [0167]/[0268] CUP space as the union of {1379} and {45AB}. {45AB} holds invariant, and {1379} moves to {0268}, mapping P onto P . Chord 7, P , can then be reinterpreted within the [0167]/[0268] CUP space, where a {56B0} subset of P holds invariant, and {248A} moves to {1379}, returning the movement to a statement of P , Chord 8.
[35] Some of these CUP-space voice-leadings appear closer to the surface of the music than others. The transformation from Chord 1 to Chord 2 happens in rather quick fashion over the course of measure 90, but that is nothing compared to the rapid-fire motion from Chord 5 to Chord 6 to Chord 7 in measure 100 that marks the movement's dramatic high point. (31) The transitions between other chords are not so clearly marked on the music's surface. In these instances, Carter uses the space between octachords to expose thinner textures and non-CUP subsets.
[36] The transition between Chords 2 and 3 provides a case in point. The reduction in Example 23 reveals the chords that result in this transition. Recall that Carter exposed the components parts of octachord in the introduction of "Lento Espressivo," measures 86-88, and then combined these elements together to form the initial octachordal statement in measure 89. [37] With the span of musical time between Chords 2 and 3 being much longer than that between Chords 1 and 2, can one really maintain that there is a CUP-space voice-leading between the two? Certainly, the CUP-space voice leading between Chords 2 and 3 is not so easily heard as that between Chords 1 and 2, but the sketches support a hearing the connects Chord 2 to Chord 3. Return to Example 17. Here, measures 3 and 4 contain Chords 2 and 3 with the instrumentation and spacing they retain in the finished movement. One can clearly see that the common-tone voice leading between the two occurs in the [0167]/[0268] CUP space. This sketch shows a very initial stage of this part of the movement-one that includes only the octachordal goal posts. Only in a later draft did the all-interval tetrachordal subsets that preoccupy the harmony between Chords 2 and 3 emerge. Thus, although not all CUP-space voice leadings may be immediately apparent, a CUP-space model for chord to chord motion in this movement reveals itself to be profitable not only as an abstract construction, but also as something ferreted out by the sketch materials. (33) [38] Although the octachordal statements exit the texture at the beginning of measure 104, the movement continues until measure 110, comprised almost exclusively of statements of the all-interval tetrachords (see Example 24). 
VI. Conclusion
[39] The analysis presented here has focused largely on pitch material, leaving one to ask about rhythmic structure. In the Fifth String Quartet, Carter continues to avoid coincident attacks among instruments, but this compositional choice is not directed throughout by a structural polyrhythm. In the years since the Fifth String Quartet, some of Carter's scores evidence less and less interest in densely-packed rhythmic structures and the avoidance of coincidence. For example, in compositions such as the Cello Concerto (2001) and Dialogues (2003) , the instruments play in rhythmic unison, something not heard in a Carter composition for many years. And, as Link 2008 reports, Sound Fields (2007 "contains no rhythm more complicated than an eighth note!" Given these developments, in retrospect, Carter's abandonment of an all-encompassing long-range polyrhythm in the Fifth Quartet marks a turning point in his compositional practice.
[40] Schiff writes that in the Fifth String Quartet, Carter, "strips his music down to its essentials" (Schiff 1998, 92) . This paper has shown that dynamic motion with CUP spaces that proves essential to the "Lento espressivo" movement of the Quartet. Carter continued to investigate the dynamic possibilities of CUP spaces in his opera, What Next? (1998 
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